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The panel at Nar Nar Goon marked a sea-change in Victorian signalling; it was the first location in Victoria where a
relay panel was provided in preference to a mechanical frame. (The relay interlockings at Rock and Drome Loops had
been installed in 1931 but these could not have used mechanical interlocking due to the remote control). The panel at
Nar Nar Goon was partially brought into use on 28 June 1953 when the line was duplicated to Tynong and the Down
end of the station was equipped with power signalling. On 10 October 1954 the line was duplicated to Pakenham and
the panel took over complete control of the station (the panel at Pakenham was brought into partial use on the same day).
On 25 May 1958 the island platform at Nar Nar Goon was brought into service and levers 6 and 7 on the panel were
abolished, however, in partial recompense switchout lever 24 was provided. The panel then remained unchanged until
1 September 1996 when the Up end connection to the goods yard was removed and levers 8, 9, and 12 and the low speed
button on lever 14 were removed. This left only the Down end signalling intact; ironically largely the signalling that
had been first installed in June 1953. At some point the original electromagnetic point indications appear to have been
removed. The Down end connections were spiked out of use on 28 September 1999, and were apparently straight railed
during the recent rebuilding of the Eastern line, but the panel still technically remains in service. The pending resignalling
of the Eastern line will, of course, see its demise.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY MAY 21, 2004,
AT CAMBERWELL SIGNAL BOX

Present: - J.Black, B.Cleak, G.Cleak, G.Cumming, C.Gordon, J.Gordon, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, S.Malpass,
J.McLean, I.Michaelson, T.Murray, A.Ratcliffe, L.Savage, B.Sherry, A.Wheatland, R.Whitehead &
R.Williams.

Apologies: - W.Brook, R.Cropley, D.Langley, P.Silva, F.Strik & A.Waugh.
In the absence of the President, The Vice � President, Mr. Bill Johnston, welcomed everybody to Camberwell Signal Box

at 20:00 hours.
General Business: - The May 2004 Meeting held on Friday 21 May 2004 consisted entirely of an inspection of

Camberwell Signal Box, located on the island platform at Camberwell Railway Station.  No other business
was transacted at the meeting.

The meeting commenced at 20:00 hours and finished at approximately 22:00 hours.
Meeting closed at approximately 22:00 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 16 July, 2004 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, Bedford
Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY JULY 16, 2004,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: - J.Black, W.Brook, B.Cleak, G.Cleak, G.Cumming, C.Gordon, J.Gordon, A.Gostling, K.Lambert, D.Langley,
S.Malpass, B.McCurry, J.McLean, T.Murray, G.O?Flynn, P.Silva, C.Rutledge, L.Savage, B.Sherry, R.Smith,
F.Strik, A.Wheatland, R.Whitehead & R.Williams.

Apologies: - W.Johnston & A.McLean.
Visitors: - Nil.
The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:04 hours.
Minutes of the March 2004 Meeting: - Accepted as published.  A.Wheatland / S.Malpass.  Carried.
Minutes of the May 2004 Meeting: - Accepted as published.  A.Wheatland / S.Malpass.  Carried.
Business Arising: - At the May 2004 Meeting, Peter Silva should be shown as attending and Jim Black was an apology.
Correspondence: - The cheque for the rent for the Archives Room at Seymour was sent to Colliers.

The cheque for the public liability insurance was sent to Civic Mutual Insurance.
A letter regarding the renewal of the lease for the Archives Room at Seymour was sent to Colliers.
The bank draft for payment for The Signalling Record for 2003 was sent to the SRSUK.
A letter cancelling the booking for the meeting room for the May 2004 meeting was sent to the Surrey
Hills Neighbourhood Centre.
A letter was received from Ian Cameron at Marulan in New South Wales upgrading his membership from
�N� to �K�.
A completed membership form was received from Enzo Smith in New South Wales and Enzo was
welcomed as a new member.
A number of emails were sent to and received from Tony Villani at Connex in relation to the visit to
Camberwell Signal Box.
A postcard was received from Wilfrid Brook while on holiday in North America.
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An email was received from Andrew Hayne in New South Wales advising that the SRSNSW was being
formally wound up.
A letter was sent to Adrian Ponton at Freight Australia requesting permission for the forth-coming signal
box tour.
Various items of sundry correspondence were sent and received in relation to the organisation of the
forth-coming signal box tour. L.Savage / B.Sherry.  Carried.

Reports: - Tours.  Glenn Cumming described the proposed arrangements for the Signal Box Tour to be held on
Monday 20 September 2004 in the Eastern District.  All comments and questions are to be directed to
Glenn Cumming.
Peter Silva reported on progress with the Market Street Signal Bridge.  Work continues each month but
further assistance is required.  Please contact Peter Silva if you can assist.  Steve Malpass reported that the
recent article from Somersault was being prepared for Newsrail with additional pictorial coverage.
Bob Whitehead gave a short report on progress with the Archives Room at Seymour.

General Business: -  Glenn Cumming reported to the meeting on the lack of progress with Colliers and Victrack on
renewing the lease for the Archives Room at Seymour.  The original 10-year lease has expired and has not
yet been renewed.
Laurie Savage asked a question about the lie of points and flank protection at Viaduct Junction.  Colin
Rutledge and Keith Lambert provided answers.
Laurie Savage provided a report on site works at Spencer Street.
Jack McLean advised that the new Grovedale Railway Station would be built at Marshall with construc-
tion to commence soon.
Greg O�Flynn advised that the Warrnambool turntable had now been motorised.
Wilfrid Brook reported on his recent visit to North America.  While riding aboard the �South West Chief�
on the BNSF, Upper Quadrant Signals were seen between Raton and Albuquerque.
Greg O�Flynn spoke about the movie Closely Watched Trains recently screened on SBS.
Greg O�Flynn described developments with potential mineral sands traffic in Western Victoria including a
proposal for a new rail line between Hopetoun ? Lascelles.
Frank Strik described recent works at Bacchus Marsh and the new curves at Parwan.
Keith Lambert reported on the installation of blue LEDs at Epping.
Keith Lambert tabled a number of very old pictures of various locations.
Jim Black asked about the program for the installation of LEDs in the suburban area.  It was answered that
LEDs are provided on a �needs� basis.
Laurie Savage asked about the use of white borders on signal backgrounds.  It was noted that there was
no consistent application.
Steve Malpass spoke about the safeworking between Ballarat - Ararat with train staff and NO tickets.
Steve wondered how long before the train staff is left at the wrong end of the section?  It was noted that
the train staff does not have a feather and there are no ticket boxes.
Colin Rutledge spoke about colours on LED signals and this led to a discussion on LED signals including
the quality of LEDs used in railway signals and differences between manufacturers.
Laurie Savage reported on the installation of a new signal bridge at North Geelong A Box.  The sema-
phore arms for the Down Home Signal and the Down Distant Signal at North Geelong A Box have been
relocated on the post for sighting purposes.
David Langley drew the meetings attention to the recent 50th Anniversary of Jack McLean�s Wingrove
Railway.  David wondered how many SRSV members had been introduced to railway signalling and
safeworking in that garage?
Bob Whitehead and Colin Rutledge noted that the building at Somerton should become available in
approximately nine months.

Syllabus Item: -  The President introduced member Keith Lambert to present the Syllabus Item.
Keith presented a collection of 26 slides from Victoria in the form of a �Where is it?� type quiz.  The
meeting was given ample opportunity to view the slides & deduce, estimate or just plain guess the
location of each slide, with each slide receiving the mandatory appreciative comments.
Colin Rutledge scored 25 out of 26 with David Langley and Glenn Cumming not far behind.  Colin missed
on the shot of the W class tram at Camberwell Depot.
When the answers were being debated, it became apparent that Keith was using the quiz in order to
identify some �mystery� slides.  We are pleased to report that by the end of the quiz Keith knew the exact
location of each of the 26 slides that he presented.
The presentation was thoroughly enjoyed by those present at the meeting, probably more for the great
collection of slides rather than being able to identify all the locations.
At the completion of the Syllabus Item, The President thanked Keith for the entertainment & this was
followed by acclamation from those present, along with the promise of a future invitation to do it all again
at a future meeting.

Meeting closed @ 22:12 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 17 September 2004 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, 1
Bedford Street, Surrey Hills, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).
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SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 21/04 to WN 27/04 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

26.05.2004 Pakenham - Bunyip (SW 2012, WN 22)
From 0001 hours, Wednesday 26.5., the hand signallers will be withdrawn from Tynong Rd (Tynong),
Koo-wee-rup Rd (Nar Nar Goon), and Ryans Rd (Pakenham) will be withdrawn. The hand signaller at
Hope St (Bunyip) will remain.
A Sprinter is not permitted to be followed by a second train between Bunyip and Pakenham.

29.05.2004 Spencer Street (SW 113/04, WN 21)
On Saturday, 29.5., the heads on Home 121 (Down end of No 9 Track) were cantilevered 400mm from the
mast.

31.05.2004 Spencer Street (SW 114/04, WN 21)
On Monday, 31.5., the heads on Home 505 (Down end of No 7 Track) were lowered 400 mm.

06.06.2004 Sandown Park - Noble Park (SW 117/04, WN 22)
On Sunday 6.6., the Up side pedestrian gates at Heatherton Road were relocated 6 metres in the Down
direction to provide a more direct approach for pedestrians.

07.06.2004 Spencer Street (SW 116/04, WN 21)
From Monday, 7.6., the signalling associated with the new No 8A Platform (on the site of the Parcels
Dock) were commissioned as Stage 2 of the rearrangement of Nos 8 and 8A Tracks. The points and signals
associated with the old Parcels Dock were abolished: Points 017 (north end leading to No 1 or 2 Sidings),
Derails 015 (No 1 Siding) and 017 (No 2 Siding), Double Compound 012/019 (south  end leading to No 1
or 2 Sidings were abolished. Dwarfs 112 (No 1 Siding to dead end or viaduct), 114 (No 2 Siding to dead
end or viaduct), 115 (No 1 Siding to Home 111), 117 (No 2 Siding to Home 111) and 119 (Dead end to No 1
or 2 Sidings) were abolished.
Homes 114 (No 8A platform to viaduct) and  115 (No 8A platform to Home 111) were provided., and
Home 116 was relocated and converted to LED heads. The connections between No 8, No 8A, and the City
Circle Loop have been rearranged. Points 418 and 448 were provided.
Platform 8A has not yet been brought into service and routes leading towards the new platform will
remain inhibited. Points 014 (from City Circle Loop Viaduct to new No 8A platform) will remain secured
normal. However, the dead end of No 8 Track was restored to service.
Diagram 15/04 was provided.

07.06.2004 Echuca (SW 2010/04, WN 22)
On Monday, 7.6., the panel was relocated from the panel room to the main office area.

18.06.2004 Sydenham (SW 122/04, WN 24)
On Friday, 18.6., the Medium Speed Warning aspect on Homes 717 and 719 became approach operated.

18.06.2004 St James (TS 1138/04, WN 24)
On Friday, 18.6., the Down end points were booked back into service and the baulks removed.

28.06.2004 Spencer Street (TS 050/04, SW 113/04 & 132/04, WN 25)
From Monday 28.6., Platform 8 South (formerly known as Platform 8A) was commissioned and Platforms
13 and 14 were taken out of service for construction work. Nos 13 and 14 Tracks remain in use.
Use of the dead end at the Up end of No 8 Track is restricted to locomotives running around. Trains must
not be signalled past Home 536 towards the buffer stops until the Fentek Super Cone buffer stops are
commissioned.

28.06.2004 Ballarat - Ararat (SW 2030/04, WN 25)
From 1600 hours, Monday, 28.6., the line was restored to use.
The line is worked by the Train Staff and Ticket System with the section Ballarat - Ararat, but Staff Tickets
may not be issued.
At North Ballarat, Up Home 2 was provided with LED heads. �End Train Order Working� and �Com-
mence Train Order Working� were provided adjacent to the Home. Up Repeating A1224 was abolished
and a new Up Repeating signal, Post A1246, was provided at 124.500 km on the Up side of the Ring Road.
Post A1246 is equipped with LED heads.
All points and signals were abolished at Trawalla and Buangor.
Up and Down two position Automatic signals were provided at Beaufort to protect the level crossings at
each end of the platform. 5P keyswitches are provide at each end of the station building to control the
automatic signals. If a train terminates at Beaufort, the flashing lights will not operate for the return
journey until the train passes the Automatic signal, even though the signal will be at clear. In this case the
Driver must ensure that the flashing lights are operating prior to entering the crossing.
Flashing lights were provided at Dowling Rd (129.372 km), Carpenter Rd (136.246 km), Burrumbeet Rd
(139.499 km), Shirley Rd (167.766 km), Streatham Rd (175.942 km), and Warrayatkin Rd (203.326 km). All
were provided with healthy state indicators. Boom barriers were provided at Alfred St (209.610 km). In
addition, the previous flashing lights at Windermere Road (124.459 km), Langi Kal Kal Rd (157.031 km),
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Racecourse Rd (163.667 km), Lawrence St (164.636 km), Kings St (165.022 km), and High St (187.459 km)
were restored to use.
The Train Controller will be considered the Signaller at Ararat.
Diagram 10/04 (Beaufort) and 06/04 (Ararat) replaced 4/91 and 16/03.

29.06.2004 Prairie (SW 2051/04, WN 25)
On Tuesday, 29.6., the Up and Down end points were booked out of service due to rodding condition.

04.07.2004 Spencer Street (SW 135/04, WN 25)
On Sunday, 4.7., Home 230 was relocated from the platform canopy to a cantilever mast. The signal units
were converted to LED, but the broad gauge �V� indicator will remain an incandscent unit.

04.07.2004 Gowrie (SW 134/04, WN 25)
On Sunday, 4.7., the Medium Speed Warning aspect on Down Automatic C515 was converted to be
approach released from Stop after a time delay.

06.07.2004 Benalla (SW 2061/04, WN 27)
From Tuesday, 6.7., Nos 3 and 4 Roads were booked out of service due to derailment damage.

08.07.2004 Epping (SW 138/04, WN 27)
On Thursday, 8.7., Dwarfs 128, 130, 132, 134, 136, and 138 were converted to LED heads with the stop
aspect being shown by a purple light.

09.07.2004 Epping (SW 139/04, WN 27)
On Friday, 9.7., Dwarfs 137, 139, 150, 152, 164, and 175 were converted to LED heads with the stop aspect
being shown by a purple light. Dwarfs 150 and 152 were placed on new masts.

11.07.2004 Epping (SW 140/04, WN 27)
On Sunday, 11.7., Dwarfs 124, 140, 142, 147, 153, 154, 156, 161, 169, and 171 were converted to LED heads
with the stop aspect being shown by a purple light.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Enzo Smith writes:
Prior to ARTC taking over the track in NSW, StateRail

had plans for the closure of a number of signal boxes in
country areas. As at September 2003 the schedule, accord-
ing to NSW Parliament�s Q&A papers, was:
Location Close date Remoted to Centre
Griffith 9-Jun-04
Bundanoon 18-Jun-04
Exeter 18-Jun-04
Wingelo 18-Jun-04
Moss Vale Jct 9-Jul-04 Junee
Harden North 26-Jul-04
Harden South 26-Jul-04
Demondrille 26-Jul-04
Orange east fork 8-Sep-04 Orange
Orange Box 8-Sep-04 Orange
Picton 30-Sep-04
Mittagong 30-Sep-04
Cootamundra North 26-Nov-04 Junee
Cootamundra South 26-Nov-04 Junee
Parkes 5-Jan-05 Orange
Casino 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Hanbury Jctn 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Maitland 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Gunnedah 19-Jan-05
Werris Ck Stn 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Werris Ck South 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Islington 19-Jan-05 Broadmeadow
Dubbo A frame 19-Feb-05 Orange
Dubbo B Frame 19-Feb-05 Orange
Temora 10-May-05
Goulburn 11-May-05 Junee
Junee North 30-Jun-05 Junee
Junee South 30-Jun-05 Junee

The Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) will take
over the interstate parts of the network (plus the
Cootamundra to Werris Creek line) in NSW from 4 Septem-
ber 2004 and plans to �automate� all signalling on the leased
network.

Chris Wurr writes:
Your very thorough article on Armstrong should, I feel

be rounded out with the true reason for the demise of the
place. Unfortunately, aswith all these histories, there will
often be details which have gone unrecorded in official files,
etc., and they tend to overlook important events in the life
of certain locations.

The reason Armstrong did not survive another 4 1/4
years until the coming of the CTC was due to a derailment
at the Down end points.

On Friday, 6 March 1981 at 1330 hours, No 9193 Goods,
T334, T359, Ararat Driver Marshall, was passing through
Armstrong when the V crossing of the Down end main line
points became dislodged. The locos remained on the rails,
but several vehicles immediately behind became derailed.
One of these was a fuel tanker which performed a spectacu-
lar 360 degree barrel roll and landed upright on the em-
bankment minus its bogies! (Wish I�d been there to see that!)

The result of all this saw Armstrong switched in con-
tinuously for quite a few days afterwards while the mess
was cleaned up (the main line was cleared over the week-
end) and safeworking got back to normal. Following the
resumption of normal services, Armstrong was switched out
again for the last time. Shortly afterwards, the points and
crossings were removed and the place obliterated. Perhaps
the pointwork was worn out, thus causing the derailment
and it was consideed realying would be a waste of money
given Armstrong�s reduced importance as a crossing sta-
tion.

My diaries do not record the date I purchased the inter-
locking frame, but it was immediately after the place
wasdeclared defunct in 1981. With help from the late Alan
Jungwirth, the frame was resurrected in my shed in Ararat
and was the source of much amusment at parties for many
years. Eventually, I sold the frame to Tony Kociuba (now
resident in Canberra) and I believe he still has it, but whether
it is erected or not, I am not sure.
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THE HIGHETT RAILWAY DISASTER

Travis Sellers

Originally published on http://www.brightoncemetery.com/HistoricInterments/Crimes/gracee.html. Reproduced with
permission.

On the night of Monday 23 March 1925, an eagerly antici-
pated social occasion was arranged at the house of Mr John
Mathiesson of Point Nepean Road, Moorabbin to raise funds
for the Mentone Catholic Church. But anticipation soon
turned to apprehension when a number of guests from San-
dringham failed to show, amongst the missing was 32 year
old electrician, Clarence Michael Joseph McDonnell (1893-
1925) who was to play the piano for the forty guests.

Shortly after 8:10pm on that fateful evening, McDonnell
of Park Street, South Melbourne, travelling in his Ford ve-
hicle with wife (Ethel Lora) Pearl née Keegan (c1895-1925)
and infant son Raymond had collected the last of five pas-
sengers from Grange Road, Sandringham. The group of eight
then continued east before heading north along Bluff Road
to Wickham Road. By the time they were 150 yards from
the Wickham Road railway crossing it was just after 8:23pm.
The crossing which intersected with Worthing Road, was
manually operated by William George Resuggan (1865-1932)
who resided at the gatekeeper�s cottage on the north-west
side with his wife Florence Emily née Doggett (d 1957) whom
he married in 1889 at Buninyong, Victoria; of their nine chil-
dren, George (Jack) (1895-1917) served with the 7th Battal-
ion A.I.F and was killed in action at Passchendaele Ridge
on 26 October 1917. Resuggan had been in the employ of
the Railways department since 1888 and gatekeeper at
Highett for the last sixteen years; residents would describe
him as �very careful� and �attentive� who had often �made
himself disliked for checking people who wanted to get
through�. Comprising of four gates with a bell warning and
signal system on the �down� line the crossing handled some
160 cars a day. It was, however, potentially dangerous for
trains travelling towards Frankston; the signal south of Dane
Road was just 200 yards away allowing for less than ten
seconds until the train reached the crossing. There was little
margin of error.

At the Moorabbin signal box, signalman Alfred Read
had commenced his evening shift at 3:35pm that day and
was waiting patiently for the 7:31 �down� parcel goods train
[parcels coach]. Running fifteen minutes behind schedule
due to delays, it finally arrived at 8:23pm. Shortly after, Read
then sent separate warning signals to both the crossing and
Highett station. As the train passed the signal protecting
the crossing, the driver of the train, John McNee, a 35-year
veteran with an �exceptionally good record as a careful
driver� noticed the home signal at �proceed�; at this stage
the train was travelling an estimated 39 miles an hour.

The scene was now set. Just after 8:20pm, James
Cuddigan, a student of Highett was driving north along
Worthing Road with his brother Simon as passenger. The
car approached the crossing and Cuddigan sounded his horn
for Resuggan to open the gates; railway regulations stipu-
lated that after dark, crossing gates must be closed to road
traffic until the last train at midnight. On hearing the horn,
Resuggan came from his cabin and opened the north-east-
ern and south-western gates without putting the signal at
�danger�. Cuddigan then continued on his journey and
Resuggan closed the south-western gate. Not far behind
within sight approaching the crossing along Wickham Road
was Clarence McDonnell and his eight passengers. Burdened
by the heavy load and the slight uphill incline, the going
was slow in the darkness. As it passed the house of Herbert
Chamberlain, the car �did not appear to be going very well�.

Resuggan waited until the vehicle approached the crossing
before opening the north-western gate. �Pull the stick,
mum!� he shouted and Mrs Resuggan put the signal at �dan-
ger�. He turned and suddenly noticed the lights of the ap-
proaching �down� parcel train hurtling towards the cross-
ing; McNee had not seen the signal. �For God�s sake shake
it up!�, he pleaded at McDonnell, but the car was moving
slowly at walking pace and he was unable to increase the
speed. Crucial seconds passed, but it was too late and the
train smashed through the crossing killing all the occupants
instantly. The scene was one of utter devastation; bodies
were so �shockingly mutilated� that all �resemblance to a
human being had disappeared� and �women in the crowd
uttered hysterical cries and men turned away in horror�
when the coverings were removed to identify the victims. It
was to be another two hours before they were taken to the
morgue.

On 7 April, the coronial inquest before Mr D. Berriman
P.M opened at the city morgue; over five days conflicting
evidence was heard from some thirty witnesses. James
Montgomery, engineer from the Railways department gave
evidence that warning lights were fitted on the south-east
and south-west gates but as neither gates were open to road
traffic, McNee received no warning. Alfred Murphitt, block
and signal inspector who arrived at the scene shortly after
10:00pm that night, testified that the signal was �working
properly and was in good order� as was the bell in the gate-
keeper�s cabin. Murphitt further stated that he examined
the record at the Moorabbin signal-box and saw that �the
warning had been given� by Read. Albert Stamp, superin-
tendent of locomotive stated he undertook some tests and
found that he �could not get a reasonable view of [the red
warning lights] until�I was 200ft from the gates� as they
were not �focussed on the line� correctly. When asked by
the coroner �should the gatekeeper not be prohibited from
opening the gates after he has received the warning signal�
from Moorabbin, he replied �it would make safety more
complete�. Herbert Chamberlain when asked �was the
[Moorabbin] municipal electric light outside the gate burn-
ing that night� replied �it was out that night and the night
before�. Mrs Blanche Comber of Mentone who was 50 yards
from the accident gave damning evidence against Resuggan
that �he had opened the gates to let them through into dan-
ger�. Resuggan�s son Harold gave evidence that he had
known the �bell to miss on several occasions� and once �re-
ported to the stationmaster [Edward Fallon] at Highett that
the bell was not working�. John Ashworth, assistant chief
engineer for the Railways department could not �make any
suggestion whatever to increase the safety� of the crossing
believing that if �regulations are observed, such things
would not occur�. When an incredulous Coroner said �you
say all this, despite the department�s policy of �safety first��
Ashworth replied �that is only a slogan�. Summing up his
verdict, the Coroner found that �there had been a certain
amount of conflict in the evidence� and was �quite prepared
to believe that Resuggan did not hear the warning bell� from
Read as not one witness testified to hearing it ring, but none-
theless found the eight victims died through his criminal
negligence. Bail was given on a surety of £50 and a personal
bond of a like amount.

At the Court of General Sessions on 10 June before Judge
Woinarski and a jury of twelve, Resuggan pleaded �not
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guilty� to the charge of manslaughter. After a three day trial,
the jury agreed, finding the tragedy was due to the fault of
the system and not through human negligence. After being
taken to the scene of the collision �where they inspected the
crossing, the gates, the signal and the warning bell�, the
jury took the opportunity of making a number of recom-
mendations to improve safety. The first was �that the gates
and signal should be operated conjointly by the one lever�.
The second that �a bright light be placed in a position to
which it will illuminate the whole of the crossing�, and fi-
nally that �the red light on the gate should be fixed so that it
will show at all angles instead of one angle as at present�.

And so it was left for the families of the victims to face
the appalling reality in what The Age described as �the most
terrible level-crossing smash in the history of the State�. Six
children were left orphans, while another nine were left
without the family breadwinner, the youngest just three
years old. For Clarence McDonnell, his wife and infant son,
they left behind two young boys Vernon aged seven and six
year old Keith. Also travelling in the car was McDonnell�s
father, Michael Joseph McDonnell (c1865-1925), market gar-
dener of Highett Road, Sandringham. The McDonnell�s were
interred at the Melbourne General Cemetery.

Bendigo-born Martin Foley (1888-1925) residing at Mena
- Highett Road, Sandringham lived next door to McDonnell.
He was reluctant to leave his wife Evangelina Hilary née
Ruddick (c1889-1972) and six children owing to her dislike
of leaving them behind late at night. A house painter by
profession, Foley served in the Great War with the 10th
Army Service Corps (enlisted 11 Sept 1914) before being
invalided home in January 1916 due to rheumatism; a son
Robert (b 1919) served with the 14/32 Battalion A.I.F in
WWII (VX120115).

Edward Christopher Shacklock (c1887-1925) and his wife
Josephine Saphronia née Ronkey (c1885-1925) resided at
Anabert - Holzer Street, Sandringham with their four chil-
dren, Arthur James (b 1908, 144766 Care & Maintenance Unit
R.A.A.F 1943-46), (Edward) Harry (b 1910, VX69574 2/25
Field Park Co A.I.F, died 14 Apr 1944), May Bernice (b 1912)
and Edward (Teddy) John (b 1914). Married in 1907 they
had intended to go to the local picture show that night but
changed their minds. Shacklock�s father Charles (d 1946)
sued the Victorian Railways Commissioners and was
awarded £1,456 under provisions of the Wrongs Act 1915.

The last of the victims was Geelong-born Ena Corbett
Grace (1906-25) of Grange Road, Sandringham. Employed
as a saleswomen with the local �Semco factory� of Black
Rock, she was the sole support of her family of four; mother
Annie Elizabeth Grace née Grossman (d 1962), and siblings
Rannock Pierce (1913-75) (Springvale Necropolis), Valda
Margaret (b 1911) and James Albert (1905-61).

They were all interred side by side at the Brighton Gen-
eral Cemetery on 25 March 1925 after a solemn service be-
fore Rev. Father Mangan of the Church of the Sacred Heart,
Sandringham. An appeal by the Mayor of Sandringham, Cr.
F. Gipps for funds for the relief of dependants of the victims
raised over £1,386; John Wren was believed to have donated
£100.

Sources:

The Argus 24, 25 & 26 March 1925, 8, 9, 11, 17 & 18 April
1925, 11, 12 & 13 June 1925, 24 August 1925, 17 November
1925.

The Herald 24, 25 & 26 March 1925.

The Age 24 & 25 March 1925.

Brighton Southern Cross 28 March 1925.

AWM �Biographical Cards for the Official History 1914-18�,
AWM140.

Railway Commentary

The gates at Wickham Road (11miles 34 chains) were pro-
vided with the opening of the line. The 1908 Public Car-
riage Road book notes that �4 gates� were provided..

Prior to 1924 the Wickham Road gates were not protected
by any signals at all. This was the standard situation on the
Victorian Railways; in the 1919 General Appendix, for ex-
ample, only 19 sets of hand gates in the state were protected
by fixed signals, and most of these were only protected in
one direction. This was considered sufficient as the hand
gates themselves were, of course, normally open for rail traf-
fic and were usually highly visible when closed across the
line.

In the twenties a significant program of improvements
was carried out to improve level crossing protection in Vic-
toria. This included the provision of interlocked gates at
many stations, wig wag signals, and the provision of home
signals to protect hand gates.

On 30 May 1924 a Down Home signal was provided to
protect the Wickham Road gates. The Home was fixed on
the post of Highett�s Down Distant signal. This was the sig-
nal that Resuggan was so lacksadasickal about operating; it
will be noted that it had only been provided for 10 months
when the accident occurred. At some time a bell circuit was
provided between Moorabbin signalbox and Wickham Road
gates to announce the approach of trains. The date of instal-
lation of this bell circuit is not known, but it was probably at
the same time as the Home signal.

In the 1919 General Appendix, Wickham Road was
classed as a �Privileged Gate�, by which was meant that the
gates were allowed to be closed and padlocked across the
railway line after the passage of the last timetabled train at
night until 30 minutes before the passage of the first train in
the morning. At other times, Wickham Road was governed
by Rule 139:

139. Unless special authority is given to the contrary,
Gates must always be kept shut across the roadway,
and locked at night, except where required to be open
to allow the Line to be crossed.

Resuggan was further governed by Rule 140 a) in work-
ing the Down Home:

140. (a) Where Fixed Signals are provided, at Level
Crossing Gates that are not Block Posts, and the Sig-
nals and Gates are not interlocked, the normal posi-
tion of the Signals is (except where otherwise pro-
vided) at Proceed. When it is necessary for the Line
tobe crossed, the Gatekeeper must, before opening
the Gates, satisfy himself that no train is near; he must
then exhibit his Fixed Signals to stop all coming
trains, and such Signals must remain in the Stop po-
sition until the Line is clear, when he must close the
Gates across the roadway and then place the Signal
to the normal [i.e. clear] position.

The gatekeeper at Wickham Road was granted controlof
Highett�s Up Starting signal on 15 December 1949 giving
protection from trains in both directions. A new gatecabin
was provided on 5 September 1950 on the Down side of the
level crossing and the signal levers relocated to suit. Con-
trolled pedestrian wickets were provided on 2 October 1950.
The mechanical home signals were abolished on 19 January
1958 when automatic signalling was provided. The Gate-
keeper at Wickham Road subsequently controlled Automat-
ics F585 and F600. The gates were abolished on 10 May 1980
when boom barriers were provided.
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HARTWELL

David Langley

The inspiration for articles comes from all sorts of places -
generally unexpected. Whilst recently searching through a
box of circulars to see what delights, if any, were there, I
came across a copy of A. 3339/28 issued by the �Office of
General Superintendent� and dated 14th November 1928.
It was entitled �Opening of Hartwell as a Staff and Cross-
ing Station� and has been reproduced hereunder.

But let�s go back a bit and have a look at Hartwell from

the beginning.
The line between Camberwell and Waverley Road was

opened on 30 May 1890 and was the middle part of the Outer
Circle Railway between Fairfield Park on the Heidelberg
line and Oakleigh on the eastern line. At Waverley Road
the line junctioned with the Burnley to Oakleigh line which
was opened on 24 March 1890. The northern end of the Outer
Circle between Fairfield Park and Riversdale, opened on 24

VICTORIAN         RAILWAYS.

ACKNOWLEDGE Office of General Superintendent.
A. 3339/28. (75)         14th November, 1928.

CAMBERWELL - ASHBURTON LINE
Opening of Hartwell as a Staff and Crossing Station.

On Friday next, 16th instant, alter 2.0 p.m. Hartwell will be opened as a Staff Crossing
Station in accordance with the particulars and instructions set out hereunder:
(1) Hartwell will be opened as a Staff Station, and worked under the Rules contained in
Appendix 11, Book of Rules and Regulations, and the Supplementary Instructions shown on
pages 546 - 561.
General Appendix and other instructions applying to Single Line Crossing places worked
under the Train Staff and Ticket System. The train Staff now in use for the Section,
Riversdale - Ashburton will be withdrawn and the Staff Sections will then be Riversdale -
Hartwell, Hartwell - Ashburton.
The Block and Signal Inspector, Flinders Street, will arrange to withdraw the old Section
Staff and Boxes, and place the Staffs and Boxes for the new Section.
(2) An Island Platform will be in use at Hartwell; Down Trains will arrive in No. l
Road (Left-hand Road for Down journey), and Up trains in No. 2 Road (Left-hand Road on Up
journey).
(3) Points, Fixed Signals and Signalling Appliances -
(a) The Points at Up end will lie normally for No. l Road, and at Down end for No. 2
Road. The Points are specially weighed and when trailed through will fall back to their
normal position, and are detected for Facing movements with the Arrival Home Signal (for
Working, of Point Detectors see Instructions contained in pages 125-128, General Appen-
dix).
(b) Up and Down Arrival and Departure Signals are provided as follows:-
Post No. l Down Arrival Home to No. l Road to Post 3,
  ‘ No. 2 Up Departure Home No. 2 Road to Main Line,
  ‘ No. 3 Down Departure Home No. l Road to Main Line (Reversed by Treadle).
  ‘ No. 4 Up Arrival Home to No. 2 Road to Post No. 3.
(c) The Signals are worked from a small Interlocked Frame on Platform.
(4) (a) The Signalmen at Hartwell must keep the Points perfectly clean and free from
all accumulations of oil or dirt and must carefully inspect them twice on each shift to
see that they are clean and free of any obstruction such as small stones or grit.
(b) The lever working the Arrival Signal must, after use, be replaced to the normal
position in frame with a positive movement so as to effectively clear the Detector.
Clause (b) of Regulation 81 must be strictly observed.
An Arrival Home Signal must not be returned to the Stop position until the whole of the
train has passed over the Facing Points detected by such Signal.
(c) In the event of a Failure of an Arrival Signal, the Signalman must, before issuing a
Caution Order to the Driver to pass the Signal at Stop, see that the Points are lying in
the proper position with the blade tight against Stock Rail, and must secure them in that
position by the Point Clip provided for the purpose.
Immediately the train has passed over the Points the Point Clip must be removed from the
Points.
In the event of a Departure Signal failing, and it is necessary for a train to pass such
Signal at Stop, the Signalman will be responsible for seeing that the opposing Arrival
Signal is at Stop, and the Lever back in the frame, also that the Detector has cleared
the Points.

D. 4866/28,
150. ET. (CONTINUED ON SECOND SHEET)
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March 1891.
It was originally thought of as a diversionary route for

eastern goods trains heading for Melbourne Yard but it never
found favour as such and, as a though route, had a very
short life. Passenger trains operated over the line but due to
the sparse settlement in the area plus nobody wanted to go
in the line�s direction. The northern section closed on 12 April
1893 whilst Ashburton to Oakleigh, together with the line
from Darling to Waverley Road, closed on 9 December 1895.

Eighteen months later, on 1 May 1897, even the
Camberwell to Ashburton line was closed, but that closure
was short lived for it reopened again on 4 July 1898 and has

remained open ever since. A small portion of the former
Outer Circle line was reopened on 28 June 1948 from
Ashburton to what is now Alamein but was never a station
in the Outer Circle days.

Much has been written about the Outer Circle line and
its rise and fall so I won�t go into it here but let�s travel down
the line to the 13 km post and visit a station that started life
on 7 May 1906 as Hartwell Hill. According to the book
�Names of Victorian Railway Stations� (Thos. O�Callaghan
- 1908), Hartwell was named after Hartwell House, an early
residence built in 1853 by a Mr. Irwin. This book does not
refer to the �Hill� portion of the name and the railways

A. 3339/28. SECOND SHEET.
Continued. 14th November,1928.

(d) In any case of failure of Signals, in order to obtain the security of the interlock-
ing the levers controlling such Signal should be worked if it is possible to do so,
(5) Ashburton. The Guard of each Down train will act as Signalman at Ashburton and will
be responsible for the Staff and Ticket Working being carried out in accordance with the
Rules and Instructions applying to that System. See also Clause 4, page 874 General
Appendix,
WORKING OF GOODS TRAIN FROM RIVERSDIUE, TO ASHBURTON AND RETURN, AFTER PASSENGER TRAFFIC
HAS CEASED FOR THE DAY,
(6) A competent Yard Porter, who has been instructed, and examined in the method of
working and in the Interlocked Frame at Hartwe11 must accompany the Goods.
This employe must be in possession of a Key to open the Office at Hartwell,
(7) Before leaving duty the Signalman at Hartwell must place the Down Arrival Signal (No.
l) at the Proceed position, all other Signals must be left at Stop,
(8) (a.) On arrival at Hartwell the Yard Porter accompanying the train will act as Sig-
nalman, and take charge of Staff Working. He must place the Down Arrival Signal to stop
and the Down Departure Signal to Proceed and the train may then depart. The Down Depar-
ture Signal is equipped with a Reverser, and on departure of the train will automatically
go to the Stop position.
(b) On return, the Yard Porter must ride on the Engine, the train must stop at the Up
Arrival Signal and the Yard Porter go forward to place the Signal at Proceed. When the
train arrives at the Platform he must place the Up Arrival Signal to Stop and the Up
Departure Signal to Proceed, when the train may depart. The Up Departure Signal may be
left at the Proceed position.
EXCEPT AS SHOWN IN SUB-CLAUSES (C) AND (D) OF CLAUSE 4, A TRAIN MUST NEVER BE PERNITTED
TO PASS OVER FACING OR TRAILING POINTS UNLESS THE HOME SIGNAL CONTROLLING SUCH MOVENENT
IS AT THE PROCEED POSITION.
(9)(a) When the last Down Passenger train is to be followed by a Goods train, the Guard
must on arrival at Ashburton place the Down Home Signal to stop, and if train is complete
send the ‘Acre’ message to Hartwell.
When his train has been placed in the extension of No. l Road, Down end of Yard, he must
place and lock the Scotch Block across rail and see that a Red Light, facing Hartwell, is
displayed on the train. He must then return to station and place the Down Home Signal to
Proceed.
(b) The Yard Porter accompanying the Goods train will act as Signalman at Ashburton for
that train.
(c) The Signalman at Hartwell must, immediately he comes on duty in the morning, obtain
the ‘Acre’ message for the Goods train from Riversdale and send it to the Guard of the
first Up Passenger train at Ashburton,
The Guard-must be an attendance and take action to receive the ‘Acre’ message.
(10) Guards of Passenger trains at Ashburton, and the Yard Porter at Hartwell and at
Ashburton, must insert the necessary entries for their trains in the Train Register Book,
The Block and Signal Inspector will please see that the employes concerned are thoroughly
conversant with the Instructions and methods of working,

D. 4866/28, M. J. CANNY,
150. ET. Gen. Supt, Transptn.,

Per:-
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dropped it also on 1 August 1909 following the renaming of
the original Hartwell to Burwood, the next station on the
line towards Ashburton.

Electrification came to the Ashburton line on 1 Novem-
ber 1924 but unfortunately I don�t have a timetable for the
Ashburton line prior to 1929 by which time Hartwell had
been equipped as a crossing station. But it is safe to assume
that the local Camberwell to Ashburton train - sometimes
known as the �Ashy Dasher� - shuttled to and fro stopping
at the single faced platform at Hartwell serving the local
population. However, a 40 minute (or thereabouts) service
was becoming inadequate for the needs of the local passen-
gers and so, in order to increase the train frequency, it was
necessary to open a place to cross trains and Hartwell was
selected as it was fairly close to the middle of the line.

An island platform was created and a �self contained
four lever apparatus� was provided on the platform to work
two signals in each direction, there were no distant signals
provided. This was commissioned on 16 November 1928,
and Hartwell was now a Staff and Ticket station. The serv-
ice was probably improved from the outset and my 1929
working timetable shows that during the morning and af-
ternoon peaks on Monday to Friday and the morning and
midday peaks on Saturday, two train shuttled back and forth
crossing as required at Hartwell.

It will be noticed from the Circular that the points were
not worked from the interlocking frame but were weighted
to lie for the left hand road and were fitted with detectors,
but not locking bars of any kind as far as I know. The ar-
rival signals detected the points were lying correctly for the
left hand road and the Circular reminded the signalmen to
properly place the lever normal, waiting until the entire train
had passed the signal, thus ensuring that the detector re-
turned to the unlocked position.

The departure signals did not detect the points because
they were to be trailed through by the departing train and
the signalman was instructed to inspect the points twice in
every shift to make sure that they were working correctly.
It thus seems that the only security on the facing points was
the signal detector preventing the points from being moved
by hand or even as a train passed over them. At non-inter-
locked staff stations in Victoria, the same equipment is pro-
vided and additionally a plunger lock is added for facing
point security. It is interesting to note that the Down Depar-
ture Home signal was fitted with a Reid�s patent signal
replacer and the signal was replaced to stop by the passage
of a train. The Up signal was not similarly treated and I
have no idea why this was provided, perhaps someone has
some details.

The circular also details what the signalman had to do
when issuing caution orders for trains to pass any defective

signals and these included an instruction that he must in-
spect the points and ensure that the detector is free, and the
points (especially for departing train) are lying correctly.

The diagram below shows what Hartwell is thought to
have looked like and is based on the 1934 litho diagram.

It appears that the simple arrangement at Hartwell
worked as intended and we do not see any alterations to
the signals for six years. In the meantime, we are told that
Hartwell was worked under caretaker conditions from April
1929, and I think that this was a catch up announcement
that Hartwell was now an attended station - Signal Porters
perhaps - following the provision of the signalling equip-
ment. My 1916 WTT shows that Hartwell, along with Golf
Links and Burwood, were all No-one-in-charge (NC) sta-
tions.

There were no goods sidings at Hartwell but there was
one at Burwood and it was staff locked. In October 1930, a
master key for Burwood was provided at Hartwell and I
assume that its provision only came about because of an
incident. There does not appear to have been one at
Riversdale for Burwood

The circular A 3339/28 is quite detailed as to the duties
of the �competent Yard Porter� when accompanying the

HARTWELL

Signalling Diagram in connection with the provision of
Interlocked Points.

10.  Engineer�s Diagram No 22/34 showing lines of Way
and all Points and Signals at Hartwell became effective on
21.12.34.

A copy of the Diagram must be kept available for pe-
rusal in every Signal-box, Engine Shed, Office and Room
used by employes concerned, and, in addition, a copy is to
be furnished to every Driver and Guard concerned.

Concurrently with the bringing into use of the Signal-
ling Diagram the Points were interlocked and are now
worked from a Locking Frame on the platform.

The particulars of Signals at Hartwell are now as fol-
lows:-

HARTWELL
(Diagram No. 22/34).

Post Particulars
No

1 Down (Arrival) Home Signal, to No 1 Road to
Post 3.

2 Up (Departure) Home Signal, No 2 Road to Main
Line.

3 Down (Departure) Home Signal, No 1 Road to Main
Line.

4 Up (Arrival) Home Signal, to No 2 Road-to Post 2.

Insert the above particulars in lieu of those shown on page
113 Book of Signals.

(A.G.S.T. 9/483/2). (A. 3340/34). (W.N. 2/1935).
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goods train that ran after the last suburban train had ar-
rived at Ashburton and the instructions show that the goods
train ran on the staff both ways, running round at Ashburton
before returning to Camberwell. There is no mention of
shunting the siding whilst travelling on a ticket so there was
no requirement for the master key under normal circum-
stances.

On 16 March 1934, the Up Home Signal Post 2 was
moved 77 yards further out from the station and this might
reflect a possible lengthening of the crossing loop to handle
longer suburban trains, perhaps through seven car trains
were envisaged. The 1929 WTT has no through trains at all,
the service being handled by one or two car electric trains.
My next WTT - May 1934 - shows a number of through trains
operated in the peak hours and crosses between through
trains were occuring at Hartwell.

The era of weighted points at Hartwell came to an
end on 21 December 1934 when a new 10 lever interlocking
frame was provided working the existing signals, and also
two points and two lock bars, there were two spare levers.
Still no distant signals were provided.

The diagram at the top of the page is a copy of the signal
box diagram that was provided for the ten lever interlock-
ing. The diagram shows the location of the interlocking
frame off the end of the platform and is drawn from the
signalman�s point of view.

There is no mention at this time about the signal replacer
on the down departure home signal nor is it mentioned in
the 1939 General Appendix so perhaps it had been dispensed
with by that date. The GA does tell us though that the local
train service consisted (at times) of a Composite Electric
Motor and a Driving Trailer, and when it was two cars the
Guard was permitted to travel in the leading van on the up
journey to facilitate the selling of tickets to intending pas-
sengers.

Another minor signal alteration occurred on 20 May 1938

when the Down Departure Home signal - Post 3 - was moved
10 yards further out. No reason is given and perhaps it was
just making the most of the available length of the crossing
loop.

At this stage the interlocking frame was located at the
down end of the platform, perhaps even just off the plat-
form and this must have been a bit of a nuisance when the
Signal Porter was required to sell tickets AND signal a train
at the same time. This problem was fixed on 9 December
1938 when Hartwell�s third interlocking frame in ten years
was provided, this time in a newly constructed signal bay
attached to the station building. This station building re-
placed the previous buildings and was moved from Walhalla
where it was no longer required.

The new frame was one of 15 levers but there were no
alterations to the signalling, now there were simply seven
spare levers instead of two.

Business must have been picking up at Hartwell because
a Station-master was appointed on 26 October 1939 and the
position remained until 9 March 1969 when it was deemed
no longer busy enough to warrant a Station-master and the
station was downgraded - possibly to just Station Assist-
ants.

Possibly as a prelude to duplication works or maybe it
was just a sighting concern, the Up Home signal Post 4 was
moved 65 yards further out from the station on 7 May 1952
and relocated to the right hand side of the line. Duplication
between Ashburton and Hartwell came on 7 November 1954
and at last distant signals were provided.

The diagram on the next page shows the new signalling
arrangements at Hartwell at this time and we can see that
there are now six signals worked from the 15 lever frame.
The previous Down Home Departure signal has been moved
some distance out from Hartwell and is now shown as a
Starting signal. There are still seven spare levers at Hartwell
as although two additional signals were provided, one point
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and one lock bar were removed. The safeworking system
was by the Double Line Block system using a pair of Win-
ter�s instruments as is standard in Victoria.

The Down Starting Signal for Hartwell was addition-
ally controlled by a quadrant lever at Burwood which con-
forms with the VR rules for non-block stations in Double
Line Block sections. At the same time an Up Home for
Burwood was provided.

But the duplication works didn�t stop here, the section
from Riversdale was being worked on as well but was - like
all similar duplication projects - slower to finish because of
the problem of duplicating the tramway square at
Riversdale. However, all that was achieved and on 31 July
1955 the duplication from Riversdale was completed but this
time three position signals were provided rather than Dou-
ble Line Block. Why the change of policy in such a short
time has not been discovered but we now had the odd situ-
ation of three position signals from Flinders Street right
through to Hartwell then Double Line Block and finally Staff
and Ticket between Ashburton and Alamein.

The diagram above, based on litho diagram No 1�1955,
shows the situation at Hartwell from 1955 and we can note

that there are now just three working levers in Hartwell sig-
nal bay with 12 levers now spare.

And then for just over seven years, a signalman was re-
quired at Hartwell to work the block and signal all trains
using the three levers - not my idea of an exciting signalling
job. This situation was fixed on 8 November 1962 with the
provision of three position signals between Hartwell and
Ashburton. The interlocking frame was abolished but the
station remained attended. Concurrently the signal quad-
rants at Burwood were removed as well. The final diagram
shows the layout after three position signals had replaced
the mechanical signals associated with the Double Line Block
working. This is a portion of litho No 29�1962.

Since 1962, as far as Hartwell is concerned anyway, noth-
ing has happened to the signalling until late last year when
on the weekend of 15/16 November 2003 all the Style R type
signals that had served faithfully for 40 odd years were re-
placed by new signals of the LED variety. Fortunately the
old signals were recorded for posterity on film; will we do
the same in 40 years time for the LED signals? Somehow I
doubt it, but funnier things have happened.
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SIGNAL CABINS IN QUEENSLAND 2004.
Phil Barker

With much of the mechanical interlocking now retired, it
could be said that any interest in Queensland signalling
would be limited. With only 11 mechanical frames extant,
the majority of installations are now local control panels.
As many panels are nothing more than a few switches op-
erated by station or shunting staff, the emphasis on the de-
scription is �local�.

Of course all control centres are now screen based Uni-
versal Traffic Control (UTC) facilities. UTC is even used as
local control panels in two locations.

A further trend is the use of power operation where small
panels with switches to replicate mechanical ground frame
functions have been favoured in some newer installations.

The list has been set out by the location�s control type,
i.e. mechanical, local control panel, and control center. As a
distinction had to be made between a ground frame and a
place where signals are controlled, I used the following cri-
teria to determine candidates:

* A location with mechanical lever/s enclosed by
at least a railing on a deck or floor to form a dedi-
cated signalling area, or

* A panel of switch/es, or
* Screen based control.
The location must control at least one signal but must

not be entirely shunter�s slots or releases.
Locations marked �*� indicate a building (cabin or bay)

is in place. There are 12 such cabins.

Mechanical Locations

1. Charters Towers*

20 levers and one key, McK&H No.11 duplex tappet frame.
Located in a bay in station building. Built in 1986 to replace
the 1959 station cabin and 1965 �B� Cabin.

2. Kuranda*

37 levers and one key, McK&H No.11 T-Bar frame. Housed
in a concrete unit cabin located on the platform, it was
opened in 1914. Kuranda is now the last and only mechani-
cally interlocked semaphore signalled station in Qld.

3. Innisfail*

6 levers McK&H, No.11 duplex tappet frame. This timber
cabin located on the platform was opened in 1969. Replaced
previous 1938 station cabin in 1969 and the 1938 �Auxil-
iary� cabin which closed c1995.

4. Ingham*

7 levers and one key, McK&H No.11 duplex tappet frame
(replaced original T-Bar). The cabin was opened in 1958 to
replace a timber deck 6-lever frame built in 1928.

5. Ayr

A 10 lever McK&H No.11 duplex tappet frame provided in
1988. The frame is situated on the raised floor of a �portable
cabin� however roof and walls are not provided. Frame re-
leased by Townsville control.

6. Mackay*

10-lever, McK&H No.11 duplex tappet frame, situated in
�portable cabin� and opened in 1992. The frame is release
by Townsville control. Cabin located at the north end of the
Mackay station yard.

7. Callemondah C

The 5 lever McK&H, No.11 duplex tappet frame is housed
in a small open �Portable Cabin� and was opened in 1988.
The frame operates a crossover and signals and is jointly
released by Callemondah UTC cabin and Rockhampton train
control.

8. Ascot*

A 30-lever McK&H, No.11 duplex tappet frame, (replaced
original 1914 T-Bar), was provided in 1983 with the replace-

(Below) The 37 lever McKenzie and Holland No
11 T-Bar frame at Kuranda cabin near Cairns
(Photo Phil Barker)
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(Left) The �cabin� at Ayr with its
10 lever Duplex tappet frame.
(Middle Left) Innisfail (Bottom
Left) Ingham  (Middle Right)
Charters Towers (Bottom Right)
Mackay (Opposite Page) The in-
terior of Roma Street Ground
Frame. (All photos Phil Barker).
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ment of staff working with track circuit block and semi-au-
tomatic signalling. The cabin and original frame was pro-
vided in 1914. The station operates the last pair of sema-
phore distant signals in the state as well as two rare sema-
phore repeat signals. The frame is released by Mayne con-
trol but is rarely cut in these days.

9. Roma Street Ground Frame*

This 10-lever McK&H No.11 duplex tappet frame, opened
in 1986, was an unlikely inclusion in an otherwise power
operated Roma Street station. The cabin was provided for
the extension of the uniform gauge line into Roma Street
and works a small number of points and signals on the Syd-
ney end of platform 1. The frame is released by Mayne con-
trol.

10. Laidley*

A 20 lever McK&H, No.11 T-Bar frame opened in 1959. The
frame is housed in the signal cabin portion of the station
building and cuts in only as required. The frame, which is
only one of two T-Bar interlockings remaining in Qld, is
released from Brisbane control.

Local Control Panels

11. Phosphate Hill (Acid Sidings)

One of the newer Local Control Panels commissioned rather
than a conventional ground frame. This Individual Func-
tion Switch (IFS) operates one signal and two points).
Opened in 1999.

12. Acid Junction

A Local Control Panel with IFSs for one signal and one set
of points). Opened in 2001.

13. Stuart

An early McK&H Local Control Panel commissioned in 1964.
This IFS panel incorporates mimic diagram and switch con-

sole and replaced the previous 50-lever, 2 Double Wire (DW)
lever, and 1 key, T-Bar framed signal cabin.

14. Portsmith

The largest Local Control Panel in lieu of a ground frame
can be found at Portsmith. This IFS panel of eight signal
and three point switches was commissioned in the mid/c
1990s. Panel located in a lock up box for use by shunting
staff and released by Townsville control. While not a direct
replacement, the previous signalling control at Portsmith
incorporated Cairns - Portsmith - Wooree and was the first
UTC then referred to as Urban Traffic Control.

15. Woree (QRX)

A private Local Control Panel of IFS (two gates and one
points/signals release) and opened in 2000. The release taken
allows local operation of the manual points (normally switch
locked) and clears all shunt signals towards the shunting
straight. The panel also operated security lift gates over the
loop at both ends of the complex.

16. Cobarra

A Local Control Panel operated by the station staff. This IFS
operates seven signals and was opened in 1992.

17. Townsville Jetty

A Local Control Panel of two IFS to release entry signals to
the complex. While this panel does not fulfill the criteria for
this list, the panel is sizable and includes track circuit indi-
cations. Opened in 1997. Interfaces with Townsville control.

18. Mackay Harbour

A small Local Control Panel of IFSs operating five signals.
Opened in the 1990s.

19. Jilalan

This Westinghouse Local Control Panel of IFSs incorporates
mimic diagram and separate console using telephone keys.
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(Above) Portsmith (Top Right) Woree (Below)
Stuart  (Opposite Page Top) Mayne Panel Car-
riage Shed South. (Opposite Page Bottom) Mayne
North (All photos Phil Barker)

The panel is located in the station office and was commis-
sioned c1975.

20. Rockhampton*

The last eNtrance - eXit Local Control Panel exists at
Rockhampton. This �power box� was built by Ericsson and
opened in 1987. The cabin replaced the 1973 N-X panel and
later the 80 lever No.21 frame and cabin of 1924 (which later
became B Cabin).

21. Emerald

An arrangement of two Local Control Panels, one on top of
the other, in the station office. Both panels are IFS, Peel Street
Panel (4 signals) and Nogoa Panel (signals). A piecemeal
introduction of patchy interlocking in the 1980s to operate
the eastern end of the station.
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22. Longreach

The smallest Local Control Panel of just one IFS (one signal)
was introduced in the 1980s.

23. Callemondah

A UTC operating the largest rail complex in the state. The
UTC replaced the previous NX panel c1999. This panel re-
placed an earlier panel. Housed in the station office build-
ing.

24. Golding Balloon Loop No.1 (Callemondah)

A small IFS Local Control Panel released by Callemondah
UTC Cabin  operating two signals. Introduced in 1998 at
the unloader on the Golding Balloon Loop within the
Callemondah complex.

25. Golding Balloon Loop No.2 (Callemondah)

A small IFS Local Control Panel released by Callemondah
UTC Cabin operating two signals. Introduced in 1998 at the
unloader on the Golding Balloon Loop within the
Callemondah complex.

26. Moura

A Local Control Panel located in the station office. The IFS
panel operates two signals and was introduced in the 1980s.

27. Maryborough

A small IFS Local Control Panel operating two signals.
Opened in 1988 when the station was de-interlocked and
the 40-lever No.21 frame signal cabin was closed.

28. Doomben

An IFS Local Control Panel operating 14 signals. All points
are maintained as manual operation and are not interlocked
with the signals. Main line signals operate automatically (in-
cluding automatic turn back of suburban trains) when the
panel is cut out). Replaced an earlier IFS panel in 1988.

29. Mayne North

The latest Local Control Panel to be provided at the Mayne
complex. This IFS panel controlling 12 signals and six points
at the carriage shed and electric train depot was progres-
sively commissioned from 1999 to replace the 1988 Mayne
Panel No. 2 and increase the area of interlocking. It repre-
sents one of the larger panels operated by shunting staff in
the state.

30. Mayne Yard Panel No.4

This IFS Local Control Panel operating two signals was pro-
vided in 2000 with the quadruplication of the line between
Mayne and Northgate. It replaces an older Mayne Panel
No.4.

31. Mayne Panel Carriage Shed South

An IFS Local Control Panel using push buttons to operate
seven shunt signals and switches to release entry signals to
the southern end of the Mayne complex. The panel opened
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in 1984.

32. Mayne Depot Panel No.4

Located beside the Mayne Carriage Shed South panel, this
IFS Local Control Panel operates three signals and one set
of points at the southern end of the locomotive depot.
Opened in 1990s.

33. Fisherman Islands

The UTC represents the first use Universal Traffic Control
(as opposed to Urban) outside of a control centre. It replaced
the previous IFS panel in the station building in 1997.

34. Clapham North

A Local Control Panel provided in 1998 to allow shunting
staff operation of the points and signals at the northern end
of Clapham yard. Also operates entry releases when cut-
out. The contractors opted for One Control Switch (OCS)
for the panel. Introduced in 1998 and released by Mayne
control.

35. Clapham South

A similar OCS Local Control Panel to Clapham North also
introduced in 1998.

36. Acacia Ridge*

An IFS Local Control Panel in a signal bay of the then main
station building was opened in 1983. The current panel re-
placed the original panel and incorporated the control of
the Greenbank - Acacia Ridge section. The signal cabin came
into use when the 1968 22-lever duplex tappet framed sig-
nal cabin was abolished.

37. Darra

This IFS Local Control Panel was provided in 1979 to re-
place/upgrade an early 1963 panel. (The original panel may
have formed the basis of the new panel). Six local panels
were provided from Darra to Bundamba as the electrifica-
tion project extended towards Ipswich as control of signaling
was not available from Mayne control at the time. The pan-
els were retained and are able to be cut-in when required.

38. Wacol

A new IFS Local Control Panel introduced in 1980 with elec-
trification to replace the 1911 26-lever T- Bar and four-lever
DW framed signal cabin. The panel was removed to the Sig-
nalling Equipment Room (SER) when the original station
building was replaced.

39. Goodna

A new IFS Local Control Panel introduced in 1980 with elec-
trification to replace the 25-lever T- Bar frame, one key, and
two-lever DW frame 1913 signal cabin. The panel was re-
moved to a new station building after the original building
was destroyed by fire.

40. Redbank*

A new IFS Local Control Panel and brick signal cabin intro-
duced in 1980 with electrification to replace the 28-lever T-
Bar frame and one key 1910 signal cabin.

41. Dinmore

A new IFS Local Control Panel introduced in 1980 with elec-
trification to replace the 18-lever T- Bar frame and two-le-
ver DW frame 1913 signal cabin. The panel is located in the
station office with the relay room located above in the up-
stairs �Glasshouse� 1961 signal cabin (never used).

42. Bundamba

A new IFS Local Control Panel introduced in 1980 with elec-
trification to replace the 25-lever duplex tappet frame 1891
signal cabin. The original frame was a 24-lever and gate
wheel No.6.  The panel is located in the station office.

43. Goondoowindi Grain Sidings

An IFS Local Control Panel operating two signals. The panel
was provided in 1976 to extend the control of Goondoowindi
to include the grain sidings thus allowing them to come
within the station limits. Panel located in station building.

44. Dalby
An IFS Local Control Panel operating six signals. The

panel was provided c1994 when the 20 lever duplex tappet
McK&H frame in the 1922 signal cabin wasabolished (origi-
nal frame was a 10 lever No 6). Panel located in station build-
ing.

45. Roma

An IFS Local Control Panel of two signals. The panel re-
placed the larger original 1985 panel as Direct Traffic Con-
trol (DTC) came into use.

Control Centres

46. Townsville Control

A UTC and DTC equipped train control located in the
Townsville administration building. The UTC replaced the
original CTC panels located in the old station building.

47. Mackay Control

A UTC and DTC equipped train control located in the
Mackay administration building. The UTC replaced the
original CTC panels also located the administration build-
ing.

48. Rockhampton Control

A UTC and DTC equipped train control located in the
Rockhampton administration building. The UTC replaced
the original CTC panels including the first CTC panel (Moura
Short Line) also located the administration building.

49. Mayne Control*

A UTC equipped train control located in the 1978 Mayne
Control Centre. The UTC replaced the second NX panel from
1994. A large back projection overview screen is also pro-
vided in front of the workstations. The control center cov-
ers all main lines between Caboolture and Ipswich.

50. Brisbane Control

A UTC and DTC equipped train control located in the QR
main administration building in Brisbane. The UTC replaced
the original CTC panels.


